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ABSTRACT
Current approaches to image classiﬁcation require training
images prepared by hand. In this paper, we describe experiments on image classiﬁcation using images gathered from
the Web automatically as training images. To gather images
from the Web, we use the probabilistic method we proposed
before. In the method, we build a generative model which
is based on the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) from imperfect training images gathered from the Web in order to
distinguish relevant images from irrelevant images. In this
paper, we propose applying the model built during Web image gathering process to generic image classiﬁcation task. In
the experiments, we classiﬁed Corel images with the probabilistic model learned from Web images automatically.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
image annotation, probabilistic image selection, Web image
mining

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been much work related to semantic
image classiﬁcation [8, 13, 4] and annotation of words to
images [1, 9]. In these studies, image sets gathered by hand
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or commercial image collections such as Corel image library
were used as training images, since training images with
keywords were required.
On the other hand, recently we are working on gathering
images from the World Wide Web and applying them to
generic object recognition tasks as visual knowledge instead
of hand-made or commercial image collections [13]. Learning of image concepts from the Web is being paid attention
as a new framework to avoid human labor for making training image sets [11, 5, 6]. Web images are as diverse as real
world scenes, since Web images are taken by a large number
of people for various kinds of purpose. It can be expected
that diverse training images enable us to classify/recognize
diverse real world images. We believe that use of image
data on the Web, namely visual knowledge on the Web,
is promising and important for resolving real world image
recognition.
In this paper, we describe experiments on image classiﬁcation using images gathered from the Web automatically as
training images. To gather images from the Web, we use the
probabilistic method [15] which we proposed recently. In the
method, we build a GMM-based generative model from imperfect Web image sets to distinguish relevant images from
irrelevant images. Then, in this paper we propose applying the model built during Web image gathering process to
generic image classiﬁcation task.
So far much work regarding Web image search has been
proposed as well as commercial services. However, most of
them focused on only “search”. On the other hand, our
purpose of use of images on the Web is “Web image mining”[14, 13], which means searching the Web for images and
then using them as visual knowledge for some applications.
Regarding text data, there are many studies about how
to gather data from the Web and use it as “knowledge” effectively. While such Web text mining is an active research
area, mining image data on the Web poses additional challenges and has seen less research activity. The problem with
mining images for knowledge is that it is not known how
to reliably automatically determine semantics from image
data. This has been refereed to as the semantic gap. To

solve it, it is indispensable to introduce sophisticated image
recognition methods into Web mining regarding images.
In [14, 13], we proposed gathering a training data set
for generic image recognition from the Web automatically,
and have revealed that we could use Web images as “visual knowledge”. In this paper, we extend this idea with a
sophisticated probabilistic method.
The advantage of our method for Web image gathering
[15] is that we can obtain many images relevant to a certain keyword “X” by just providing the keyword “X” without any supervision or any feedback. The combination of
HTML analysis and probabilistic image selection enable it.
We proposed starting with images evaluated as highly relevant ones by analyzing associated HTML texts as training
images. In our previous work [12], we revealed that images
whose ﬁle name, ALT tag or link word includes a certain
keyword “X” are relevant to the keyword “X” with around
75% precision on average. Although the images include 25%
irrelevant images, and many of the remaining 75% are not a
desired canonical example, they provide an adequate starting point for our approach. We then build a model of a visual
concept associated to the keyword “X”. We use a generative
model based on the Gaussian mixture model to represent
“X” model, and estimate the model with the EM algorithm.
Next, we “recognize” images evaluated as highly relevant
by analyzing associated HTML texts with the model, and
select “X” images from them. By repeating this image selection and model estimation for several times, we can reﬁne
the “X” model and ﬁnally obtain “X” images with the high
accuracy.
In our previous work [15], we used a probabilistic model
only to select “X” images from Web images. In this paper,
we then apply the models built during Web image gathering process to generic image classiﬁcation task which is
not limited to Web images. To investigate these ideas, we
built models regarding six keywords through the probabilistic Web image gathering processes, and applied them to image classiﬁcation of 6 kinds of Corel image sets.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the method to build models and to apply them to
image classiﬁcation task. In Section 3, we explain the experimental results of 6-category image classiﬁcation. In Section
4, we conclude this paper.

2. METHOD
We apply the probabilistic method employed in our probabilistic Web image gathering system [15] to generic image
classiﬁcation tasks. Therefore, the method we propose in
this paper is an extension of the Web image selection method
we employed in our previous work.
In our Web image gathering scheme, we gather several
hundreds of Web images relevant to a given concept. At ﬁrst,
we provide keywords which represent the visual concept of
images we like to obtain. For example, “mountain”, “beach”
and “sunset”. Using Web image/text search engines, we

gathered “raw” images related to the given concept from
the World Wide Web. The “raw” image always includes
many irrelevant images, the ratio of which is 50% or more
on average.
Next, we carry out HTML analysis and select “A-ranked”
images which are very likely to be relevant. Here, we regard
images whose ﬁle name, ALT tag or link word includes a certain keyword “X” as “A-ranked” ones [12]. A-ranked images
are relevant to the keyword “X” with around 75% precision
on average. Using them as training images, we employ a
probabilistic method to select only relevant images from all
the A-ranked images 25% of which are irrelevant. This is
why our method is unsupervised although we use a probabilistic learning method which requires training images.
In our probabilistic learning framework, we allow training data to include some irrelevant data and we can remove
them by repeating both estimation of a model and selection of relevant regions of images from all the regions of raw
images. We use a generative model based on the Gaussian
mixture model to represent models associated to keywords,
and estimate models with the EM algorithm. After estimating the model, we “recognize” relevant region out of all
regions in all the A-ranked Web images with the model. We
repeat this model estimation and region selection. After
the second iteration, we use regions selected in the previous
iteration as training data for estimating a model.
After obtaining a model, we apply the learned model to
image classiﬁcation. We classify a test image into one of the
given class so that the probability of “X” given the image is
the largest.

2.1

Segmentation and Image Feature Extraction

To extract image features from each region, we carry out
the region segmentation in advance. In the experiments, we
used JSEG [2]. After segmentation, we extract image features from each region whose size is larger than a certain
threshold. As image features, we prepare three kinds of features: color, texture and shape features, which include the
average RGB value and its variance, the average response to
the diﬀerence of 4 diﬀerent combination of 2 Gaussian ﬁlters,
region size, location, the ﬁrst moment and the area divided
by the square of the outer boundary length. An image feature vector we use in this paper is totally 24-dimension. We
need to do such pre-processing for all the test images to be
classiﬁed as well as all of the Web images.

2.2 Training a Model from Imperfect Training
Data
As a method to select images, we adopt a probabilistic
method with a Gaussian mixture model. This approach is
based on the method for learning to label image regions from
images with associated text without the correspondence between words and images regions [3, 1]. That method uses
a mixture of multi-modal components, each combining a
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Figure 1: Processing ﬂow of learning from Web and classifying “X” images.

multinomial for words and a Gaussian over image features.
Here, we simplify things a bit, and build models of the distribution of image features for a given concept for regions
which are obtained by a region segmentation algorithm.
To get a model of regions associated to a certain concept, we need training images. As mentioned before, our
basic policy is no human intervention, so that we use images which are highly evaluated by the HTML analysis as
training images. Most of such images are relevant ones, but
they always include outliers due to no supervision. Moreover, in general, images usually include backgrounds as well
as objects associated with the given concept. Therefore, we
need to eliminate outlier images and regions unrelated to
the concept such as backgrounds, and pick up only the regions strongly associated with the concept in order to make
a model correctly. We use only the regions expected to be
highly related to the concept to estimate a model. In our
method, we need negative training images corresponding to
“non-X” images in addition to positive training images. We
prepare about one thousand images by fetching them from
the Web randomly as negative training images in advance.
Our method to ﬁnd regions related to a certain concept
is an iterative algorithm similar to the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm applied to missing value problems.
Initially, we do not know which region is associated with a
concept “X”, since an image with an “X” label just means
the image contain “X” regions. In fact, with the images
gathered from the Web, even an image with an “X” label
sometimes contains no “X” regions at all. So at ﬁrst we have
to ﬁnd regions which are likely associated with “X”. To ﬁnd
“X” regions, we also need a model for “X” regions. Here we
adopt a probabilistic generative model, namely a mixture of
Gaussian, ﬁtted using the EM algorithm.
In short, we need to know a model for “X” regions and
which regions are associated with “X” simultaneously. However, each one depends on each other, so we proceed iteratively. Once we know which regions corresponds to “X”,
we can regard images containing “X” regions as ”X” images, and therefore we can compute the probability of an
“X” image for each image.

2.3 Detail of the Computation
To obtain P (X|ri ), which represents the probability of
how much the region is associated with the concept “X”,
and some parameters of the Gaussian mixture model, which
represents a generative model of “X” regions, at the same
time, we use an iterative algorithm.
At the initial iteration, we regard A-ranked images which
are expected to be highly relevant to the concept “X” by
HTML analysis as positive training images, and prepare negative training images by gathering images from the Web in
advance. To gather negative training images, we provided
Google Image Search with randomly selected 200 adjective
keywords which have no relation to noun concepts, and collected 4000 negative training images.
Next, we select n “X” regions randomly from A-ranked
images, and select n “non-X” regions randomly from regions
which come from negative training images, respectively. In
the experiment, we set n as 1000.
Taking positive and negative regions together, we apply
the EM algorithm, which is a kind of a probabilistic clustering algorithm, to 2n image feature vectors of the regions
selected from positive and negative initial training images,
and obtain the Gaussian mixture model.
To select positive components and negative components
from all components of the mixture model, we compute
P (cj |X) which represents the ratio that the j-th component of the mixture model, cj , contributes to the concept
“X” within the obtained GMM, according to the following
formula:
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where riX is the i-th “X” region, nX is the number of positive
regions, α is a constant for the normalization, and wj is the
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where N is the dimension of the feature vectors. As the
same way, we also compute P (cj |nonX).
Next, we compute pX
j for all components j as follows:
pX
j

=

P (cj |X)
P (cj |X) + P (cj |nonX)

(3)

We select components where pX
> th1 as positive comj
ponents and components where 1 − pX
j > th1 as negative
components. Positive components and negative components
means Gaussian components associated with the concept
“X” and Gaussian components strictly not to associated
with “X”, respectively. The key point in this component
selection process is that mixing positive samples and negative samples together before applying the EM, and throwing
away neutral components which belongs to neither positive
nor negative components, since neutral components are expected to be associated with image features included in both
positive and negative samples and to be useless for discrimination between “X” and “non-X”. This is diﬀerent from
other work (e.g.[10]) which estimates two GMMs separately
with EM to model positive and negative image concepts.
We regard the mixture of only positive components as an
“X” model and the mixture of only negative components as a
“non-X” model as. With these models of “X” and “non-X”,
we can compute P (X|ri ) and P (nonX|ri ) for all the regions
extracted from A-ranked images First, we compute P (ri |X)
which is the output of the model of “X’ and P (ri |nonX)
which is the output of the model of “non-X” for each region
ri :
P (ri |X) =

mX
X

X
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where mX is the number of positive components, wjX is
the weight of j-th positive Gaussian on the condition of
PmX X
X
X
X
j=0 wj = 1, and f (ri ; µj , Σj ) is the Gaussian distribuX
X
tion where µj and Σj are the mean vector and the covariant
matrix of j-th positive component.
Finally, we obtain P (X|ri ) and P (nonX|ri ) with the Bayesian
theorem as follows:
P (X|ri )

=

P (ri |X)P (X)
P (ri |X)P (X) + P (ri |nonX)P (nonX)
(6)

For the next iteration, we select the top n regions regarding P (X|ri ) as “X” regions and the top 23 n regions regarding
P (nonX|ri ) as “non-X” regions. In addition, we add 31 n regions randomly selected from negative images gathered from
the Web in advance to the “non-X” regions. We repeat
building models and selecting images for several times. For
every iteration, we use newly selected n positive regions and
n negative regions as training data.
The detail on the computation of probability described
above is basically the same as the method we proposed in
[15].

2.4 Applying Trained Models to Classify Test
Images
To detect images relevant to a certain concept, we apply the trained models in the same way as region selection
during the training stage, and estimate the probability of
“X” (P (X|rj )) for all the regions extracted from all the test
images. Finally, we regard the mean of the probability of
“X” of top T regions within each image as the probability of “X” (P (X|Ii )) for each image. This estimation of
P (X|Ii ) is based on the heuristic that an image having regions whose P (X|rj ) are high can be regarded as an “X”
image. Since images usually includes backgrounds as well
as target objects, background regions or unrelated regions
should be ignored for estimating P (X|Ii ). Therefore, we use
not all regions but only several important regions to compute the probability of “X” of images. In the experiment,
we set T as 2. We compute P (X|Ii ) for each test image regarding several kinds of “X” keywords. Finally, we classify
a test image into one of the given classes so that P (X|Ii ) is
the largest.

2.5 Algorithm
To summarize our method we described above, the algorithm is as follows:
(1) Carry out region segmentation for all the images and
extract image features from each region of each image.
(2) At the ﬁrst iteration, regard A-ranked images as positive
training images which are associated with the concept
“X” and images gathered from the Web with non-noun
keywords in advance as negative training images.
(3) Select n “X” regions randomly from positive images,
and select n “non-X” regions randomly from negative
images, respectively (Figure 1 (4)).
(4) Applying the EM algorithm to the image features of
regions which are selected as both positive and negative
regions, compute the Gaussian mixture model for the
distribution of both “X” and “non-X” (Figure 1 (5)).
(5) Find the components of the Gaussian mixture which
contributes “X” regions or “non-X” regions greatly. They
are regarded as “X” components or “non-X” components, and the rest are ignored. The mixture of only
“X” regions is a model of “X” regions, and the mixture

of only “non-X” is a model of “non-X” regions.
(6) Based on the mixture of “X” components and the mixture of “non-X” components, compute P (X|rj ) and
P (nonX|rj ) for all the regions which come from “X”
images, where rj is the j-th region.
(7) Select the top n regions in terms of P (X|rj ) as new positive regions and the top 23 n regions in terms of P (nonX|rj ) as new negative regions. Add 31 n regions randomly selected from the negative training images to new
negative regions.
(8) Repeat from (4) to (7) with newly selected positive and
negative regions (Figure 1 (7)).
(9) After repeating several times, apply the trained model
to test data sets. Calculate P (X|rj ) for all the regions
extracted from all test images, and then obtain P (X|Ii )
for all the test images (Figure 1 (8)).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment, we used six keywords, “apple”, “beach”,
“ﬂower”, “lion”, “sunset” and “waterfall”. These keywords
was imported from the experiments in [15]. We gathered
1204 A-ranked images from the Web for one keyword on
average.
We prepared 50 test images for each keyword by selecting
images from the Corel Image Gallery based on their attached
keywords, and we also prepared 50 test images consisting of
Web images which were not included in training data sets.
We carried out four kinds of experiments. First, we used all
of the A-ranked images as training images to build models.
Next we used only relevant images selected by hand from the
A-ranked images as training ones. Note that our ﬁnal goal is
to develop methods which can learn from raw Web images
appropriately, although we made the experiment with all
relevant training sets. We used Corel images as test data
sets in the ﬁrst two experiments. Table 3 s hows all the
results of the six-class image classiﬁcation.
The second column shows the precision of the raw Aranked Web images. They were from 67.1% to 87.8% and
the average precision was 76.2% This result followed our
observation in [12].
The third to ﬁfth columns in Table 1 show the precision,
the recall and the F-measure of the result of image classiﬁcation in case of using the raw A-ranked images as training
images, where the F-measure is the harmonic mean of the
precision and the recall. The average F-measure was 36.7%.
This was not as good as we expected. There are several reasons. The biggest one is that some of Corel images we used
as test images were taken in the situation which was not
common but too special to be classiﬁed. For example, most
of the Corel images on “ﬂower” (the right side of Figure 2)
are close-up, while most of the Web “ﬂower” images (the
left side of Figure 2) include many ﬂowers in ﬁelds in one
image. In case of “apple” shown in Figure 3, both the Web
images and the Corel images are too various to recognize.

Table 1: Results of the six-class image classiﬁcation. This table includes the precision of the raw Aranked Web images, the precision, the recall and the
F-measure of the two kinds of results of image classiﬁcation experiments in case of using raw A-ranked
images and in case of using only relevant images.
class
apple
beach
ﬂower
lion
sunset
waterfall
AVERAGE

training
image
precision
66.8
68.8
72.2
87.5
67.1
70.9
76.2

raw A-ranked
Corel image
pre. rec. F
36.4 5.7 9.9
29.8 25.8 27.6
39.5 18.1 24.8
55.1 27.3 36.5
34.1 79.4 47.7
42.2 49.5 45.6
39.5 34.3 36.7

only relevant
Corel image
pre. rec.
F
27.1 18.6 22.0
60.9 72.2 66.0
38.3 19.1 25.5
100.0 67.7 80.7
42.3 84.5 56.4
36.2 21.2 26.7
50.8 47.2 48.9

Table 2: Results of the six-class image classiﬁcation
in case of using other Web images as test data sets.
class
apple
beach
ﬂower
lion
sunset
waterfall
AVERAGE

training
image
precision
66.8
68.8
72.2
87.5
67.1
70.9
76.2

raw A-ranked
Web image
pre. rec. F
50.0 2.0 3.8
33.3 60.8 43.1
31.9 29.4 30.6
61.8 41.2 49.4
51.3 76.5 61.4
39.2 39.2 39.2
44.6 41.5 43.0

only relevant
Web image
pre. rec.
F
31.7 37.3 34.2
41.5 52.9 46.5
35.0 41.2 37.8
100.0 72.5 84.1
54.7 56.9 55.8
50.0 27.5 35.4
52.2 48.0 50.0

Including too many types of “apple” images caused the low
classiﬁcation rate. On the other hand, in case of “sunset”
and “lion” both Corel and Web images include many similar
images (Figure 4 and 5).
The sixth to eighth columns in Table 1 show the precision,
the recall and the F-measure of the result of image classiﬁcation in case of using the only relevant images selected out
of the raw A-ranked images by hand. For most of the keywords, the F-measure increased compared to the case of the
raw images. This is a reasonable result, since the precision
of training images was 100% in this case.
As additional experiments, we made two experiments using hand-selected Web image sets which includes only relevant images as test data sets. The diﬀerence between two
experiments are whether training sets include irrelevant images. This is the same way as the ﬁrst two experiments.
The results are shown in Table 2. The results are improved
slightly, since the nature of Web test images are similar to
the nature of training data sets obtained from the Web.
As the third experiment, we added four classes (“baby”,
“mountain”, “Chinese noodle” and “laptop PC”) which are
not included in the Corel library except “mountain”, and
made ten-class classiﬁcation experiments. These ten classes

exactly correspond to the ten keywords we used in the experiments of Web image gathering in [15]. Since the Corel
image library has no images corresponding to some of the
added classes, we made experiments with only Web images
as test data. In addition, we tried RANSAC (RANdom
SAmpling Cosensus)[7] during the training process to eliminate the eﬀect of irrelevant training images. According to
the RANSAC method, we split the training data into two
groups, one of them is used for building the model, and the
other is used for evaluation the built model. We repeated
this building and evaluating of the models with 30 times.
Finally, we selected the best model the evaluation of which
was the highest among the 30 models.
The experimental results are shown in Table 3. The results are slightly improved due to RANSAC. The diﬀerences
are 3.7% in case of raw images and 0.6% in case of all relevant images as training data. In the latter case, irrelevant
images are already removed, so the amount of improvement
due to RANSAC is very small.

Table 3: Results of the ten-class classiﬁcation with
and without RANSAC.
method
raw A-ranked
only relevant
pre. rec.
F
pre. rec.
F
normal
25.7 23.4 24.5 28.5 37.7 32.5
RANSAC 26.9 29.7 28.2 29.0 38.5 33.1

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe experiments on image classiﬁcation using images gathered from the Web automatically
as training images. We proposed the method to learn model
from imperfect training image data by modifying the model
employed in the Web image gathering process and to apply it to generic image classiﬁcation task. Such methods
are very important for learning from the Web, since data
on the Web always includes noise. The experimental results
indicated that the method still needed to be improved, but
this framework is one of the promising directions to realize
generic image classiﬁcation/recognition, which is the ﬁnal
goal of our project.
Since this research project is still in the early stage, we
have a lot of what to do. For example, we plan to improve
the probabilistic method and image features. In this paper,
we applied the model of Web image gathering to generic
image classiﬁcation as it was. We are going to modify it for
multi-class classiﬁcation. Recently the use of small parts of
images as image features is being paid much attention and
enables relatively good performance on image detection and
classiﬁcation [4, 6]. We also plan to import this idea into
our method.
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Figure 2: ”Flower” Web images (left) and Corel images (right).

Figure 3: ”Apple” Web images (left) and Corel images (right).

Figure 4: ”Lion” images. Web images are on the
left, and Corel images are on the right.

Figure 5: ”Sunset” Web images (left) and Corel images (right).

